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Hi and welcome to the Summer edition of the NNHC newsletter.  As the year is winding up, I’d like to 
take this opportunity to send a big thankyou to all NNHC members for their contributions to our club 
throughout the year.  I’m always amazed by the generosity displayed by our members, be it helping to 
set up for a task day, assisting someone hook up their float, writing articles for the newsletter, cleaning 
up after a camp out, and the list goes on.  To attend a club day is to hear positive comments and helpful 
tips, as well as plenty of laughter.  There are always lots of smiles and waves as people arrive and we 
genuinely enjoy having new people join us.  It is always a ‘Good’ day on NNHC days! 
 
I firmly believe that our club is such because at the helm we have a Terrific Committee, dedicated to the 
principle of providing a Happy, Welcoming and Progressive Club open to all who hold a desire to ride 
and play with horses with a natural and fun approach. 
The committee is led by our ever helpful, insightful and diplomatic  President - Cheryl Hasson.  She is 
ably assisted by the ever so generous Vice President - Vicki Hickey (and Vice President no 2  Phantom - 
Peter Ussher).  Keeping a close eye on the purse strings, as well as keeping us all informed  is the 
effervescent Glenda Pate with the computer savvy Carol Piper generously donating her time to 
maintaining our great web site.  Of course there is the ever smiling Maree Woodhouse assisting our 
incredible Hard Working and Super Secretary- Extraordinaire - Karen Townend.  These people organise 
and maintain (along with the assistance of many club members) everything from insurance and  venue 
bookings, to horse / handler safety and  hand towels in the toilets, plus everything in between.   I’m sure 
you’ll all join me in saying a HUGE THANKYOU to the NNHC COMMITTEE – You have created and 
encourage the growth of our happy horse club - A club that we are very proud of !! 
 
Photos are from Marengo, Club Camp-Outs, Steve Byrne Courses 
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1.Show and Smile 
Being held at the  

NNHC Christmas Party 
December 4 & 5 
Macksville Showground. 
This year’s Christmas Party is all about YOU and your 
HORSE and how far you’ve come! 
We will be running events where you get to show us all 
what you really enjoy doing with your horse.  The weekend 
will include (along with other exciting fun stuff ) the non-
competitive SHOW and SMILE on Saturday, with fun 
group games on Sunday. 
On Saturday the aim is for you to get out there with a 
SMILE on your dial, and SHOW us what you can do !   
We are not concerned about who is the best of the bunch, we want to see who is doing their own 
PERSONEL BEST.   
Regardless of whether you’ve been doing this for 10 years or 10 days come along and present your 
achievements.  We want to see them !! 
All you have to do is play with your horse in as many of the following events as you’d like.   
They will be run one at a time and you can use any props that you choose.   
Prepare a short segment lasting between 2 and 4 minutes to show us what you and your horse 
enjoy.  
(Gates Gamut, One Rein Stuff and Legs Alone Riding, will be run as set events, not as prepared 
segments) 
 
The day will start at 9am (please arrive by 8.30am) 
The following events will run in the order below.  
Make sure you’re ready for your event in the marshalling area (middle of the arena) with any 
necessary equipment you need. 
An obstacle course including cones, logs, blocs, barrels and tarp will be set up, plus there will be a 
pedestal, a 50’ Liberty pen and a float out in the arena.  
And the events are ……… 
 

On Line and Loving It – Using your 12’, 22’ or 45’ rope excite us with your skills. 
Ultimate Friendly – Ok, now just how far can you go?  How extreme is your friendly?  We want to 
see it in action. 
The Pedestal Challenge – Strut out and show us just what you can do on or around the pedestal, on 
the ground, ridden or both, the choice is yours. 
Fancy Float Off – Show us how good / imaginative your float loading is.  Being just after 
November, Fancy Floating month, this should be impressive!  
Gates Gamut – It’s all about calmness but with speed!  There will be gates selected to open and 
close, how many can you get done in a set time……… with a totally calm horse.  Handicaps will apply. 
One Rein Stuff – An obstacle course will be set up, your mission is to complete it, using 1 rein only, 
carrot stick allowed.   
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Legs Alone Riding – Same course as above, only this time no reins – legs are the secret here, 
practice well in September! 
 
Bareback and Beautiful – Show off time again – Your call - You show us what you can do sans 
saddle !  Bareback pads allowed. 
Liberty Expressions – Time to wow us with your partnership progress.  Your show, your plan, we 
just want to watch and marvel. 
Fab Finesse – Dance away with your equine partner and let us enjoy the show. 
 
All NNHC members may enter (at no charge) as many or as few events as you’d like.   
Remember - You don’t have to be the most proficient to do this stuff, we are all at different 
levels. 
This is not about being THE best, this is about being AT YOUR BEST 
We want to see it - not to judge it - but to enjoy and appreciate what a great job we are all doing.   
Hope to see you there !! 
Nell 

________________________________________________________ 
 

2.2.2.2.    Christmas CampChristmas CampChristmas CampChristmas Camp----OutOutOutOut    
Camping - Arrive any time after lunch on Friday, bring camping gear and 
food for yourself (NNHC will be providing dinner for all members on Sat 
night)  and your horse.  Kitchen facilities are available including a fridge and 
BBQ, however, you need to bring your own plates, cutlery, chair etc.  There 
are no garbage facilities, so please remember garbage bags and take your own 
rubbish.  Help with removing the kitchen rubbish is appreciated.  Costs per 
night are $10 per campsite and $3 per horse. 
Library - will be open from 7am-8am which is located at the Secretary’s 
Office (opposite the canteen). 
Horse keeping - During campouts, members are allowed to segregate the 
Dressage Arena or Goat Arena with electric fence tape for day time use only, 
being mindful of allowing entrances to other small yards.  All horses to be 
stabled at night.  Those with 1-2 horses are to use the Dressage Arena and 
those with 3 or more horses are to use the Goat Arena.  If you have 3 or 
more horses, please let the Secretary know so spacing can be allocated 
for you.  Please note that the Showground Committee has advised that no 
horses are allowed in the Dog Arena, Cattle Pavilion grass area, race horse 
day paddocks or the cattle sale yards. 
NNHC can use general stables near the road as well as the stables within the 
cattle pavilion.  Please be mindful that now due to the large number of 
members attending the campout that ‘double stables’ restricts access to the 

stable complex.  All members need to have access to move in and out of the stables easily.   
Can you please let Karen know if you will be attending the campout, and especially the Dinner on 
Saturday evening, including children, thespottyhorse70t@gmail.com.au 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
3. SECRETARY SCROLL 
 Membership Renewal for 2011  
 December is membership renewal time for NNHC.  Pricing currently remains the same (pending 
notification from AHSA in early 2011) $55 for adults and $50 for children, with family discounts 
available.  Just fill out the form at the end of this Newsletter and bring it along to the Christmas Party to 
save on Postage, otherwise we can accept memberships at the AGM. 
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AGM 2011 
The AGM will be held in January, however, the 
date is to be advised (awaiting confirmation) 
It will be held at the Nambucca RSL Club.  The 
starting time will be 7pm with some members 
meeting at 6pm for dinner prior to the meeting.  
Each year there is a great roll up for dinner with a 
productive AGM and General Meeting to follow.  
Come along and bring some fresh ideas for the 
forthcoming year.  If anyone has an item for the 
agenda, please let me know so it can be included 
prior to the meeting date. 
  
Karen Townend 
Secretary, NNHC       Ph 6569 1018 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

4. Mel Fleming  

Connecting with Horses  

& Riding with Synchronicity WorkshopRiding with Synchronicity WorkshopRiding with Synchronicity WorkshopRiding with Synchronicity Workshop 

 Due to the wet weather Mel’s November Clinic has been postponed 

to 27th – 30th January, 2011. 

 The course format includes theory sessions, simulations, mind & body awareness exercises, 

as well as plenty of time hands on with horses and riding. 

There is a lot to be gained even for those who cannot bring their horses along. 

Intermediate 1         8-30 am – 12- p.m. 

Intermediate 11      1-30  p.m. – 5-30 p.m. 
  

$500-00  To  come with your horse. 

$65/day To come without your horse. 
  

COMPLIMENTARY OFFER for those bringing horses – maximise your learning by staying all 

day and participating without your horse in the 2nd workshop. 

  

THIS IS A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY FOR THOSE WHO COULDN’T MAKE IT BEFORE AS 

THERE ARE VERY LIMITED SPACES LEFT. 
 

 For further details on venue etc...   contact : Glenda Pate email 

glendapate@westnet.com.au  or ph. 65695137 A.H. 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

Practice what you're bad at…………….  Pat Parelli 

_________________________________________________________ 
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5. Clybucca - Intermediate Horsemanship - Steve Byrne 

By Julie Hopkins 
The Weather forecasters predicted gale force winds and heavy rain but nothing was 

going to stop us as we converged on Clybucca for the Steve Byrne Clinic, September 

4-5. 

The clinic was held at Val Shaw’s property, accommodation was right next door at 

Ned’s Bed … what more could we ask for. 

We got straight into activities.  Steve recommended a sideways exercise to check for 

responsiveness and relaxation.  Our goal was softness, relaxation and flow.  We 

were to make sure our horse yielded to pressure and didn’t try to push through it. 

We watched Steve demonstrate how the horses’ front feet move where our hands 

move (Like a puppet on a string).  Our hands through the reins place the front feet 

where they need to go. 

We mounted for the task to place our horses’ front off-fore on a foam cup and stay 

there.  Walk around, return to cup and place offside front hoof on the cup.  To 

increase the level of difficulty a few of us had to chase blow away cups due to the 

wind.  The game was repeated a number of times then finished with a race to see 

who could be first.  We all won but the cups lost. 

Throughout the weekend we explored lateral flexion, plus asking our horse to move 

the forequarters around in an arc either 90 degrees, 180 degrees or 360 degrees with regular, rhythmical and 

fluid steps.   

Using the trees to circle around at the trot we were looking for bend through the spine and ribs to get the horse 

balanced soft.   

 

Steve’s demonstration on Gus showed how horses have to really use their hind legs and hind quarter muscles to 

back up a hill.  On the dam wall we practiced backing up to the top where it is flat to reward the horse.  Our goal 

was to have our horse putting in effort without having to rely on our reins.  We had to really use our focus to stay 

straight and we soon learnt to correct sooner rather than later.  Once we built desire then our horses put in a lot 

of try.  The riders were rewarded by cheers from the auditors. 

 

Steve showed how to get a horse going forward freely at trot and canter.  Many horses fall in on a circle or just 

want to go into the centre to relax.  They lose the desire to move forward freely.  Val provided us with the perfect 

set up, a large paddock with trees dotted all around.   Gaps between trees create a place to focus as we choose a 

path for our horse to follow (roughly a large circle).  Each of us had a turn going out at a trot, with a soft forward 

feel on the reins and the intention to create a relaxed but energetic trot.  Glenda provided a one woman cheer 

quad, encouraging and congratulating everyone. 

 

Steve reminded us that we need to rise to the trot on the correct diagonal … oops I have been slack.  This is 

important because we are more in harmony with the horse on the correct diagonal; it sets the horse up to take 

the correct canter lead.  Ensures the horse and human develop their muscles evenly on both sides of the body.  

 

The gale force winds began, so after some question time we returned to Ned’s Bed, put our horses to bed and 

converged on Daryl’s unit to have drinks, nibbles and some warming Potato soup with bread rolls thanks to Jenny.  

It was great to get to know new friends and to catch up with old friends we had not seen for a while.  

 

Sunday surprised us all; bright sunshine, calm wind and not a sign of clouds on the horizon ….  YES! 

 

The day started with an on line sideways exercise, Goal to be able to place the feet with feel and timing.  We 

learnt how Important it is to be creative. 
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Our next exercise in the saddle was building up for roll backs, it was important 

to get in time with the feet.  We then went on to practice sideways under 

saddle bent away from direction of travel (counter arcing or defensive). 

 

Our next task was putting the techniques to a purpose:  One rider acted as the 

cow, the other as the cutting horse and rider.  Using two trees as the markers 

for the pattern, we travelled back and forth as in cutting arena, mirroring each 

other and practicing our turns.  We developed timing and gave the horse a 

reason to put in effort.   

 

We had had a big day and felt challenged but triumphant so we relaxed on a 

short trail ride around Val’s property before we packed up and headed for 

home.  Much wiser and braver than before. 

Thanks to Steve, Lee Woodland, Val and Jenny. 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
6.Marengo 2010  
By Glenda Pate 
 
We left a day later on 6th October to wait for the rain to finish ….there was 11 inches in the few days 
before on the coast. 
 
The chalet was booked out with nine of us and a few all well equipped for the outdoor living at the 
campsite. 

 
The first day was full of anticipation and 
excitement as we started gathering the 
cattle along the road to Hernani, listening 
and waiting for direction from the 
experienced drovers (“the real deal”).  I 
had the honour of riding into camp on Remi 
alone with a herd of cattle in front of us.  I 
just didn’t know what to do with them after 
that to the amusement of the “real deals” 
and the “real dogs”. 
 
The next day the rain started again and we 
donned our wet riding gear and three 
layers of clothes and were trucked to make 
the final leg of the journey along the scenic 
stock route to Ebor.  The lunch stop was 
magnificent with the blue / green lush 

grass for our horses and a picnic lunch for us while we took a break alongside the cattle.  After lunch we 
were treated to a couple of hours of some of the best riding we would ever get the chance to see as they 
had to draught the cattle into two separate groups.  I saw a couple of us giving a good impression too 
…….. or at least I was impressed !! 
 
After watching a few of the 985 entries in the camp-draft on Saturday morning we celebrated Neville’s 
birthday at a quaint country café at Ebor, called “Fuss Pot”.   The open fire helped us chill out after the 
Ebor cold, wet snap. 
 
The rain came down and the mud came up …….. everywhere !! 
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Five of the hardiest loaded our horses onto the truck driven by Barry Cooksley, truck driver 
extraordinaire.  We were ready for anything …. The Antarctic.  No just bring those cattle back home.  We 
were just tuff !! 
 
As luck would have it the truck got bogged in the mud at Ebor and we had to abort the mission.  Thank 
you.  Lucky the Tyringham Fire Brigade came to the rescue. 
 
The chalet was a real retreat at night to relax in comfort with a drink and some great stories to share.  
We were very privileged to have the company of such a fun loving and adventurous group. 
 
Of course the best day was after most of them left.  I left my ignition on all week and the N.R.M.A. came 
to the rescue from Dorrigo.  Thanks to Christine and Vicki, I had some company to stay that night.  
Following a great night out on the town at Alistair and Joan’s house (property owners) we woke to a 
glorious sunny day.  It was too good to miss out on the best ride while the mud dried out a bit for the 
drive home. 
 
I haven’t of course got the space to tell you all the stories of our trip as there were so many adventures 
and conquests. 
 
I can tell you that it was a real opportunity to get to know your horse better and ourselves. 
It was a great honour to be there. 
Just you, your horse and your friends ….. 
Glenda and Remi 

 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
7.Welcome to New Members 
Welcome to Shirley Baines and William Russell.  Welcome back to Carmel & Oliver Elson – we’re so 
pleased to have you all on our team! 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
8. Did You Know That …….. – John Kohnke 
The embryo of an early pregnant mare is nourished by the egg sac during the first 25 days of 
pregnancy .  After 25 days of pregnancy the embryo is dependent on uterine wall secretions as 
it ‘floats’ within the uterine fluid.  Implantation does not occur until after 45 days when 
membranes and the placenta are formed.  Any sudden reduction of energy or protein up to 65 
days can reduce the quality of the uterine fluid as nourishment and result in embryo death.  The 
presence of infection or inflammatory exudates in the uterus also directly affects the viability of 
the embryo during the first 2 months of pregnancy. 
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10. KIDS BIZ 
Practice the Porcupine Game 

 

(Message for Mum/Dad you will need to supervise young ones for this activity) 
 

It’s important to know how to give your horse a friendly rub (that feels good!) with the 

Carrot Stick before 

and after playing the Porcupine Game#2. The rub before the Porcupine Game is to 

show your horse that 

you’re friendly and polite. The rub after is to help rub away the feeling of the steady 

pressure from the 

Porcupine Game#2. 
 
 
Practice “The Friendly Rub” 

It’s important to know how to give your horse a friendly rub that feels good!  

Practice the rub on your mum ,dad or friend. 

 
 
Friendly Games with the Carrot Stick  

Stand facing your partner and leave at least one Carrot Stick’s length between you. 

Only one of you needs to have a stick. 
SAFETY FIRST: Be careful of your partner’s face. You shouldn’t bring the Carrot Stick above your 

partner’s shoulders. 

 

 

Try Phase 1 – Press the hair.                                                         

   
Lift the stick and then give a friendly rub to your partner’s arm. Now, very slowly, start to 

press their hair. When your partner starts to move their arm away from the pressure, stop 

pressing! Then give a friendly rub on the spot you were pressing. Ask your partner how it 

felt. Did it feel nice when you stopped pressing and started to rub? Or was it too slow, or 

too jerky between the press and the rub? Switch roles and practice again. 
 
Now try Phase 2 – Press the skin.  

 
Lift the stick and then give a friendly rub to your partner’s arm. Now, very slowly, start to 

press their hair, then their skin. When your partner starts to move their arm away from 

the pressure, stop pressing! Then give a friendly rub on the spot you were pressing. Ask 

your partner how it felt. Did it feel nice when you stopped pressing and started to rub? 

Was it too jerky between the phases? Switch roles and practice again. 
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Try Phase 3 – Press the muscle.  

 
Lift the stick and then give a friendly rub to your partner’s arm. Now, very slowly, start to 

press their hair, then the skin, then muscle. When your partner starts to move their arm 

away from the pressure, stop pressing! Then give a friendly rub on the spot you were 

pressing. Ask your partner how it felt. Did it feel nice when you stopped pressing and 

started to rub? Was it too jerky between the phases? Switch roles and practice again. 

 
 
Try Phase 4 – Press the bone.  
 

 
Lift the stick and then give a friendly rub to your partner’s arm. Now, very slowly, start to 

press their hair, then their skin, then their muscle, then their bone. When your partner 

starts to move their 

arm away from the pressure, stop pressing! Then give a friendly rub on the spot you 

were pressing. Ask your partner how it felt. Did it feel nice when you stopped pressing 

and started to rub? Was it too jerky between the phases? Switch roles and practice 

again. (Note: This is not meant to 

hurt your partner! If they say “ouch,” stop and give a friendly rub on the spot you were 

pressing!) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Body Language   Don’t forget what your 

body’s saying. 

 

1. When you quit the rub or Porcupine 

Game or even before you start, you should 

stand relaxed and 

friendly. 

 

2. When you’re giving your horse “The 

Friendly Rub” you should smile and look friendly. 

 

3. If you’re trying to move your horse with the Porcupine Game, put on your 

Schwiegerrmutter look. 
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Join The Dots-Can you mark on the horse you now have the point you would 
apply pressure to for your horse to backup. 

 
 

_________________________________________________________ 
11. 

 
 
 

NAMBUCCA 
NATURALHORSEMANSHIP CLUB 

Sunday 24th October 2010  
Play day with Tracey Hoek and Val Shaw 
Theme for the month – CONFIDENCE 

 

 
How to build confidence in YOURSELF ?   HAVE A PLAN ! 

How to build confidence in your HORSE ?  RIDE THE PLAN ! 
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By way of introduction I am writing this story mainly because Vicki Hickey said at the end of the day 
“this has been the best day Mystic and I have ever had at Macksville Showground”.  
 
          I thought, that’s a big statement, so I asked her what made it so special. 
 
Here’s what Vicki Hickey had to say : 
 
“The tasks for the day were very well structured eg 4 cornered circle which gave Mystic and myself a 
clear path to follow with a good bend in our ribs by stepping the hind foot under at the cones. We then 
trotted around and it went so well that I thought to myself if I never canter that’s O.K.  Mystic then 
offered me a canter and we did 5 perfectly balanced laps, which we have never done together before!  We 
both had a smile from ear to ear. 
  

The ‘neutral’ spot in the middle of the arena was great as it gave you a place to go to 
whenever you were lost in the maize of tasks!  It gives both horse and human time to dwell 
without any pressure so you are able to think more clearly and plan your next task.   
 
My favourite place in the arena ( I think my equine partners as well ! ) ” 
 

 
The morning on line time was spent working out the plan for 
the afternoon riding session – i.e.  
 

• How do I get from one prop to another  

• What do I want to do when I get there ?  
 
All the time thinking, the clearer I am the more my horse will 
see me as a leader.  You can almost hear him say, “my rider 
has a PLAN” – all this to build confidence. 
 
Introducing ‘neutral’, spot X in the middle of the arena where 
you go to hang out, when you can’t think of what to do, when 
you want to talk to someone, when your horse gets it and you 
want to offer comfort, where you go for a little light relief or 
just go there to learn the power of neutral between each task … 
 
Tracey and I opted for the KISS principle when setting up, using minimal props – lime marker for all our 
circles and straight lines, 9 cones, 4 poles, 8 pole rests and two barrels 
 
These were our props and you could choose what order you liked to visit them 

• Neutral – spot X in the middle of the arena – visit often 

• Ride the line around neutral – from the theme of ride the rail 

• Gerda’s four cornered circle – for those of us who have trouble holding a circle 

• Slalom through the cones 

• Squeeze and Yoyo with the poles 

• Tear drop in 22ft circle – learn to push him back onto the circle with bent rib cage and 
counter arc 

• Bull’s eye – place your horses’ foot on the paper plate 

• Figure 8 around the barrels – work towards riding a figure 8 with just your legs  
 

 
Val & her teachers Joe & Gus 
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12. L I B R A R Y   L I N K 

By Cheryl Hasson 

 

Phew, seems like no time at all since I was doing the last column. Won’t be long before the end of year 
campout is upon us and it sounds like it’ll be fun.  Once again so much to tell you about in the column. 
Plenty of new material has come in. Quite a few members are getting the hang of making suggestions 
about what they’d like to read or watch. Thank you so much !!  Meanwhile, hope you’ve all been careful 
to get borrowed things back on time. I’ve just put lots of new stickers into the plastic envelopes for you to 
use to record the due date for your item.  I know you’ll appreciate that……We’re just about to do another 
audit of the books to check for overdue items too!!!  Hurry and get overdue things back before the Library 
police catch up with you… 
A special Thank You to Arvai who has been helping Vicki and I out with Library responsibilities. Much 
appreciated. Well, let’s go…… Oooops, firstly, thank you too, to all our STARS, who have contributed to 
this column with their reviews…. 
  

What’s New ??        DVD’s.   

Lots of new DVD’s and lots of variety !!! 
Firstly, there’s the Parelli Celebration set of 2 DVD’s recorded live at Birmingham in 2009. Great for 
inspiration and motivation, lots of Savvy Spotlights, Linda has a lesson with Walter Zettl and more. 
 
We also now have a set of 2 DVD’s from Eckhart Tolle entitled: The Findhorn Retreat: Stillness 
Amidst the World.  Vicki, my co-librarian has been watching these DVD’s and has this to tell us: 
‘What a wonderful experience awaits you as you watch these DVD’s. Eckhart Tolle’s humour and talks in 
a two-day retreat at Findhorn, the famous spiritual community in Scotland, is an event to be shared. 
The book that accompanies the DVD’s has beautiful photographs and captions by Eckhart ready for your 
reflection. I personally, was very moved after watching the DVD’s so a recommended experience by Vicki 
Hickey’ 
Wow ! thanks Vicki, definitely sounds like high praise, a must see!!! 
 
Yeehah!  For all the Karen Rohlf fans in NNHC, Yes…No. 6 in her Results in Harmony has arrived !!!!.  
This one is entitled:  9 + 1 Conversations  : For the Upward Spiral of Success     Karen talks you 
through areas you have conversations with your horse about in order to achieve an upward spiral of 
success or quality when riding, especially in connection with the reins.  She does this while on the ground 
then demonstrates while riding her horse Monty. Topics include gait (rhythm), line of direction, 
energy(effort), bend in the horse, posture etc., all areas she is assessing while riding. She uses the analogy 
of a conductor of an orchestra, isolating, separating then recombining for the final harmonious result. 
 
For something else a bit different, we have the first of the HorseTalk TV Series.  Helen has had a look 
and here’s her comments.  Over to you Helen: 
‘Horse Talk TV is Australia’s only show on free-to-air TV dedicated to horses. Series one is a mix of 
interviews, horse stories, products reviews and info segments such as “ask the expert” and “tips of the 
week”.  There is also a Series two which is not out on DVD yet. I found it interesting to see what other 
horse people are doing with their horses around Australia. Although I did cringe at times. “tips of the 
week” and “ask the expert” were helpful. Some of the interviews, at times were not easy to hear. Being 
their first series I’m sure any minor problems will improve. There is more information on the series on 
their website. www.horsetalktv.com.au Best wishes, see you soon, Helen’ 
Best wishes to you too Helen and thanks for letting us know about Horse Talk… 
  
Two new Savvy Club DVD’s have come in since the last column.  Number 52 includes ‘Adding 
Purpose to Principle – Pat shows how when the horse begins to see a reason it will put more effort in, 
then he demonstrates the savvy way to use and care for your saddle, Linda demonstrates a simple way to 
help your horse relax mentally, emotionally and physically using Partial Disengagement plus more topics 
too…     Number 53 entitled Bits and Pieces, includes bareback riding tips from Linda, natural clipping 
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and grooming advice and a solid explanation of 
the savvy and sequence of hackamore, bits and 
bridles by Pat. Don’t miss them.    
 

BOOKS…..      
Variety yet again. 
The first of our new books sounds like fun, with 
a pretty unlikely title and Glenda has sent in a 
review to let you know what she thought.  
Thanks Glenda, what’s it about??  

 
Is Your Horse A Rock Star? 
By Dessa Hockley 
‘Here’s a book that understands your horse’s own unique personality, written in a fun and light-hearted 
way. 
By combining the eight personality traits –Dominant or Submissive, Energetic or Lazy, Curious or 
Afraid, Friendly or Aloof- you will learn which of the sixteen possible personalities you are working with. 
If you are looking for the ideal equine match or want to know how to improve your partnership then this 
is a new and informative approach. 
We can quit trying to stuff around and put the round peg in the round hole. 
Perhaps by understanding your horse’s personality a new and exciting world will open up for you as 
well. You can see where the training programme needs to change or maybe the sport or discipline you 
have chosen for him is all wrong. There are some useful Do’s and Don’ts in there along with other 
informative and creative ideas. 
This is my kind of book-not too deep and short. 
Glenda Pate (very part-time book reader)’ 
Thanks heaps Glenda, sounds great…I think you’re turning into a bit of a bookworm???? 

 
A New Earth: Create a Better Life 
By Eckhart Tolle 
This was requested by a member after attending Mel Fleming’s last clinic. 
A worldwide bestseller, for those members who are including a personal growth/spiritual aspect to their 
horsemanship journey. This is an easy to read format and the information is very accessible compared to 
his other book ‘The Power of Now’.  
 Here’s the summary from the cover:  
‘In today’s rush we all think too much, seek too much, want too much and forget about the joy of just 
being. We worry about what people think of us, we compare ourselves with our friends, family and 
neighbours, and deep down we worry we’re not ‘good enough’. Eckhart Tolle will give you the 
confidence to let go of fear, anxiety and the eternal quest for more. Stop searching for happiness and 
you’ll realise where it is.’                Definitely worth a look…. 
 
Yeehah again!! At last the long awaited English translation of Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling’s new book 
has arrived and I’m sure it’s worth the wait….  
It is Not I Who Seeks the Horse,the Horse Seeks Me. 
By Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling 
A big title for a BIG book and big too, in that Klaus gives step by step explanations and uses many photos 
in an attempt to get across to the reader his method with horses, based on many years of communicating 
with the most diverse range of horses and their challenges. Described as the sequel and conclusion of 
everything he has published so far, in this book he explains in detail his philosophy, his groundwork in 
leading and natural lunging as a basis for developing a relationship with a horse and for development of 
the horse and ‘bio positive riding’, riding as a holistic experience. Plenty in it to ‘lick and chew’ over.   
 
Dreams With Horses 
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By Rachel M. Jessop 
This book was also a suggestion for inclusion in the library and is also very new.   
Rachel is a Parelli instructor, wife, mother and author. The story is written with a combination of reality 
and fantasy, through the eyes of a dreamer. It’s a story of an adventure involving Rachel and a white 
horse, it’s also a metaphor for life, with the ultimate destination:  to live where nothing holds you back.  
In the introduction is her invitation   ‘Join me in a ride that will challenge your own fears or limitations 
and also shine a light on your strengths and your bright future.’  The front of the book includes praise 
from Walter Zettl, Karen Rohlf and Dr. Stephanie Burns.   Hmmm…high praise…..sound interesting ?? 
 
And don’t forget the Savvy Times! 
Back issues of the Savvy Times are always available in our library. 
 
Did you get your free copy of the Spring edition of Equine News? There’s some in the library. This 
edition includes the usual equine services directory, coming events pages, plus some very informative 
articles on topics such as Bighead, Snakebite and decision making about whether to use a bit or not. A 
great read as always…..Plus, watch out for your copy of the next edition, due out soon. 

 

 

What’s Already There ??       

 
I think you know a lot about that and I’ll leave it to you to go and explore, as I need the space in this 
column !!  
 
What’s Coming In ??    There’s 

still more….. I know I’ve been promising 
this for ages…but trust me, the DVD’s 
from Nate Bowers (who has a strong 
Parelli base) covering the training of 
horses in natural driving are getting closer, 
he has actually replied to my emails now.     

 
 ****BECOME A MEDIA MEGA 
STAR****, 
 Liked it or loathed it, let me know what 
you thought about that DVD or Book or 
Video, so I can pass it on to other 
members.  Just a line or two or more is 
fine…don’t be shy…   And as always, let me know if you are interested in a particular writer or 
horsemanship trainer, there’s so much wonderful knowledge out there still to be discovered..…… 
feedback about this column is also welcome.   
        
A BIG THANK YOU AGAIN TO EVERYONE WHO REQUESTED OR RECOMMENDED 
BOOKS OR DVD’S OR SENT IN A REVIEW FOR THIS COLUMN THROUGHOUT THE 
YEAR. YOU’RE BRILLIANT.    Email me with your info alatell@westnet.com.au  or just tell me 
when you see me around. 
 
SEE YOU ALL AT THE END OF YEAR CAMPOUT CELEBRATIONS,  
 I HOPE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY HAVE A WONDERFUL XMAS AND A HAPPY, HORSEY, 
HEALTHY 2011.          
Cheryl Hasson 
 

_________________________________________________________ 
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13.Nambucca Natural 

Horsemanship Club 
SEPTEMBER 2010 CAMPOUT 

With 

Barry Christophersen 

By 
Val Shaw 

Basic Fundamentals  

Barry commented a couple of times during the weekend how many club members did not know the basics 
for safe riding.  He said it was up to those of us who knew to teach those who did not.  He was referring 
to basic rein positions including a one rein emergency stop.  He went on to say that there was no point in 
doing what he called ‘relationship’ clinics if you did not have riding fundamentals ! 
 
PLAY AND RIDE WITH FEEL – you don’t know you’ve got it till you’ve got it – this was a light globe 
moment for me, finally after all these years of hearing about feel, timing, and balance  I got to FEEL the 
FEEL !   
Start looking for this by seeing how LITTLE you need to do to be effective ! 

Another Light Globe Moment for Val 

Barry said “a horse not responding to a leg aid is as bad as a horse walking over the top of you - you need 
to do something about it !  ok “ 

Gerda’s four cornered Circle 

For those of us who have trouble holding the circle, Barry says try this – ride a square, stop at each corner 
and on diagonal corners, disengage the hindquarters to find the new direction and walk the front end 
across to find the new direction. Get it good at a walk before the trot before the canter 

Tear Drop  - the ying / yang icon 

Again this is a circle game with a difference – ride the circle, disengage the hindquarters completely 
before a direct rein lead off back onto the circle while inside leg (and only if necessary inside supporting 
rein) goes on to push him back out onto the circle bending his rib cage away from your leg creating a 
counter arc 

The Slalom, Squeeze over poles and Figure 8 

“Throw the Reins away” he kept yelling   
The essence of freestyle riding is to stop riding with your hands and reins AS A FIRST IMPULSE ! 
 
Instead ride with : 

• Your plan and the image/picture of what you think it should look like  

• Your thoughts       

• Your life’s energy  

• Your body   

• Your legs  

• and if none of this works THEN PICK UP YOUR REINS ….. 
 

oOo 
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_________________________________________________________ 
 
“We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created 
them.”                                                  Albert Einstein 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

14. Steve Byrne Clinic Dungowan  
Cattle, Camping and Cow-Horses by Nell Gray 

Six NNHC members keen to put some purpose into their horsemanship, trekked to Dungowan 
near Tamworth to mix it with the locals and enjoy The Steve Byrne Cow Course held in 
November.  The clinic consisted of hill climbs, close range tree circles (with gradient), dam 
crossings, mechanical cow play and of course loads of real cattle work.  The weekend 
concluded with a simulated ‘Cutting’ event, complete with herd holders, turn-back riders and a 
time limit !  There were a lot of smiles, many a Hoot and plenty of ‘cut’ cows. 
Here are some words from a few of the NNHC members who participated; 
  
At every working cow clinic with Steve that we go to it gets better and better for us. 
So as we improve there are more and more highlights but I think the biggest yet was me riding a 
cow horse in a cutting show. 
Not really but it sure felt like it and I’ve never been on such a huge high than after we finished 
our run.  
What a great way to teach your horse to face danger and not to run from it. 
They were huge, black bulls.... 
Glenda and my warmblood cow horse, Remi. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
After a few cattle clinics now, I feel it is coming together for me and filling in more of the missing 
pieces.  I had a few moments when I felt what I should be doing, rather than just picturing it, or 
thinking that what I was doing was right.  Steve makes it look so easy, but there are so many 
things to remember.  It really was the best course so far and Steve is good at helping us all 
progress - we have all come a long way from the first cow clinic.   Karen and ‘Pepper’. 

------------------------------------------------------ 

Loved every moment of the course – especially the 
feeling of my horse getting it together and working 
the cow on her own.  Ed Gray and Genie 
 
------------------------------------------------------ 

Exhausting ! taking photo after photo of happy 
confident people on happy confident horses with a 
back drop to die for - Steve's new Dungowan 
property Mt Erin is truly spectacular. Amazing to 
see how, when you give someone a JOB to do on 
horse back ( in this case cutting and holding a 
cow) you see a whole new relationship between 
horse and human - on ya Steve 
Val Shaw 
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A big Thankyou to Steve and Claire (the wonder caterer) for hosting the event and making us 
‘coasties’ feel so welcome.  Plus thanks also to Daniel and Lee for their organisational and 
helpful actions.  It was a super course and we are all looking forward to the next one. 
 
PS We have booked Steve for a cow course for April 9 - 11 at the Macksville Showground.  If 
you’re keen to improve your horsemanship by putting some purpose into your practice Contact 
Lee Woodland for bookings at Natural Equipment– 02 4996 5500 or d.woodl@bigpond.net.au 
www.stevebyrne.com.au 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

15. Horse Tails & Horse Tales 
 I have often wondered about horse tails, particularly  

• whether my horse will stand on it when I ask for a back up  
• whether to leave them alone or trim them and if so how short  
• what are the disadvantages and advantages  

So talking to Steve Byrne at the cow clinic at his place in Dungowan 
(Tamworth) last Saturday I asked him why he ties a knot in his horse's tail 
... see the picture  with Steve in front of his eager students getting ready to 
work the mechanical cow .. 
  
Steve's answer was "so the horse doesn't stand on it when I'm asking him 
to really engage his hindquarters following and cutting the cow"  He added 
that "when horses stand on their tail, they tear the hair out be the roots 

which must be extremely painful, leaving a bare patch which takes up to two years to regrow ". 
 I then asked about trimming the tail - he answered "most people will trim a tail between 4 to 6 
inches (100 - 150mm) off the ground.  By trimming the tail a little bit you are actually giving the 
horse more chance of keeping a long tail. If it is that long that they stand on it ( maybe even 
loose in the paddock ) and gradually rip it out, then their tail will end up short, not allowing them 
to use it to swat fly's.  If you know you're going to be asking more of the hindquarters, then tie a 
knot in the tail ".   
  
So I practised today on the lovely Gus whose tail is quite long and ties up easily.  The knot tying 
reminded me of the way my mother taught me to tie up the mosquito net when I was a child and 
I have never forgotten it. 
  
Then I happened to be 
watching the latest 
SavvyClub DVD where Pat 
Parelli does a Clipping and 
Grooming Naturally story.  
Here he talks about the 
importance of leaving the 
tail as long as practicable 
because a long tail allows 
the horse to swish the flies 
off a greater part of their 
body. 
  
So there you have it, what I learned about horse tails and tales from horse blokes who know  
  
Val & Gus & Joe in one very wet Clybucca 
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16. Theme Months 
January – Just for Fun – Ok folks the month to ENJOY doing the stuff you love with your horse, 

keep it happy and keep it fun and let the smiles run amok. 
February – Brace-Free – This is the month to be Free From Brace in your horse.  Be aware of 

everything you do with your horse from haltering him to riding him, how much brace is there?  What do 
you do about it?  Remember the only way a horse can brace is if he has something to brace against!  
Think about it ……. Explore, learn and enjoy enhanced equine connection! 

March – Bareback – Yeehah, time to lift the feel, improve the balance and revel in the freedom 

that comes from riding bareback.  Play with it as often as you can and find out why kids do it so much !! 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

17. Member Profile 
Louisa Ellison is our Member for this edition’s profile.  
Louisa,  
 
How long have you been involved with the NNHC? 2 
years 9 months. 
 
What inspired you to join the NNHC? The desire/need to 
be amongst like minded horse people. 
 
How has Natural Horsemanship helped you and your 
horse? Without natural horsemanship, I would not have a 
horse! 
 Oscar is my first horse and although I did my best to try and 
prepare myself, (unfortunately only around "normal" horse 
people)  it turned out I did not have the right horse savvy to 

have a horse at my place and Oscar let me know, in no uncertain terms (with feet and teeth!!)  
  
Some friends who lived at Bulahdelah, took Oscar on agistment for a couple of years, where I visited him 
every Sunday. These friends guided me through Parelli level 1. At first I resisted heading down the 
"Parelli Path", because although I could see how great it all was, I felt it would isolate me from the rest of 
the world when I brought him home, just when I needed help.....but after getting my level 1, I was able to 
bring him home and thanks to natural horsemanship and over the last couple of years, with the 
added fun and support from the NNHC, we have been on the up and up ever since.  
  
Tell us a little about your horse , Name? My horse is called Oscar (as you have probably guessed!) 
 Breed?  He is a 15hh, grey Thoroughbred gelding (unregistered). 
 Age? 16 now (which I can't believe!) 
 History? I got him from Coffs Harbour at 10yrs old, from a teenage girl who rode him beautifully (pony 
club) but was obviously scared of him on the ground as her mum did all the grooming and saddling. They 
did advertise him as a great "second horse" (which at the time I thought meant "spare" horse!! 
Whoops!) and I have certainly been challenged (and privileged!) to have him as my first!  
  
I have learnt so much but still have a long way to go! Apparently he never raced but had a accident in 
the float and they used to have to jam him on with 2 people with ropes to get him to pony club......we still 
have some issues with the float sometimes... 
 
Any little quirks? He is quite hilarious sometimes! Lots of things end up in his mouth and he can be 
extremely playful at liberty but keeps me on the ball, as he swings through the full range of 
horsenalities!!  
 
The thing he does best?  Play at Liberty. at home.  Particularly putting his foot on stuff, so long as I 
have pockets full of carrots! He is very sensitive which is both fantastic and also very challenging for me. 
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What do you enjoy most about Natural Horsemanship? What can I say... it is the most wonderful 
thing!!! It is just ME!!!  I have always loved horses but the limited contact I have had with them was 
always via "normal" routes, which always seemed like "wham bam thank you mam!" There was never a 
thought for how the horse may be feeling about anything or any time to just "be" with a horse, let alone 
"play"!  I just love the fact that it is all about the relationship!  
  
Can you sum up the NNHC in 12 words or less?  Friendship, support and inspiration!!  Club days are 
like a drug for me!!!  

_________________________________________________________ 
 

18. NAMBUCCA NATURAL HORSEMANSHIP CLUB 

 
GET READY FOR 2011 RAFFLE MUSTER 

 
Tickets for each raffle are $5 or $20 for a ticket in each 

 

Raffle Draw date 

1 
TIMBER SADDLE RACK ON WHEELS 

PLUS BOOT PULLER 
made by local Clybucca 
Carpenter Ray Ross 

March Campout 

2 
TEN BALES OF THE FAMOUS 

NEMINGA (Tamworth) PEEL RIVER 
FLATS LUCERN HAY produced by James 

Treloar 

June Campout 

3 
TWO NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION AT 
THE SOUGHT AFTER PET FRIENDLY 
HORSE ‘OTEL NED’S BED with your 

horse and dog ! 

September Campout 

4 
CHRISTMAS HAMPER with goodies from 

our sponsors HORSELAND COFFS 
HARBOUR and KARAKAR HORSE 

FLOATS 

December Campout 

 
Tickets will be available for purchase from Val Shaw at the club’s AGM in January 2011. 

Proceeds will be spent on our library, horse toys and other NNHC fun activities 
 

FOR $20 BE IN IT TO WIN IT 

_________________________________________________________ 
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19. IT’S NOT I WHO SEEK THE HORSE, 
the horse seeks me 
BY KLAUS FERDINAND Hempfling. 

 
Review by Judy Piggot 
 
Wow! where do I start? 334 pages 

 

If you ever want to do anything with a horse that finds joy in 
doing what you would like it to do, because you are the human it 
can trust and look to for leadership, then this is the book for you. 
 
 It is learning how to be calm, grounded and clear in ourselves- 
but it is never about force or aggression. 
 
The ability Klaus has to be spiritual, as he is practical, as artistic, 
as he is down to earth, is such a rare combination.  

 
        Closeness to a horse  
      never comes  
  from the desire 
    for closeness. 
 

Closeness to a horse  
     comes only 

          from closeness 
to one’s inner self. 

  Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling 
 
If this is how you would like to be with your horse, a must read. 

_________________________________________________________ 
Hope you’ve enjoy the newsletter - once again my sincere thanks to all contributors for this 
edition, keep those stories rolling in.  A very Happy and Healthy Christmas to all and here’s to a 
Horse Filled Fun New Year.   Looking forward to seeing many of you at the NNHC Christmas 
Party.   Nell Gray 
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All members are welcome to submit stories / news / ads for this newsletter.  Please make 
sure they are sent via email as an attachment in a Word Document. (typed articles are 
also accepted).  All ads must be submitted ready to print, i.e. worded properly with price 
and contact details included. Please make sure all photos are sent as an attachment as a 
jpeg and less than 1 mega pixel .Thank you.  Email  mngray@tsn.cc    

 
The NNHC accepts no responsibility for any articles, opinions or ads contained in this newsletter.  They are  
the personal views and opinions expressed by the contributors. 

 

This quarterly newsletter is regularly sent to all NNHC members.  All visitors to the club receive a 
complimentary issue.  Non members are welcome to subscribe to the newsletter via email at no charge, or 
via post – incurring an $8 fee to cover costs. mngray@tsn.cc    

20.NNHC Calendar 2010 
Contact Glenda Pate 6569 5137 (0429 692 269), Cheryl Hasson 6569 3244  

or Vicki Hickey 6569 6196 to confirm if weather is in doubt. 

DECEMBER – Theme REVISIT 

Wed 1 Dec Macksville Showground, Start 9.00 am 
Fri-Sun 3-5 Dec CHRISTMAS PARTY CAMPOUT, Macksville Showground 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

A 2011 Calendar will be issued as soon as dates are confirmed. 
_________________________________________________________ 
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NAMBUCCA NATURAL HORSEMANSHIP CLUB Inc. 
Ph 6569 1018. email  karen.townend@bigpond.com 

Guidelines 
The NNHC was formed in the interest of promoting Natural Horsemanship.  We basically follow the teachings of Parelli 
Natural Horsemanship and regularly hold gatherings to practice our handling and riding techniques.  We organise lessons with 
instructors from time to time, and use these to guide us in our club activities. 

We are very much a self-help group.  No member of the group is an instructor.  Whilst members are very 
willing to help new members with Natural Horsemanship, the onus rest completely with each individual member to 
learn and practice Natural Horsemanship themselves.  To assist with this we have a library containing many videos, books 
and learning kits.   

The equipment we use is very specific in its use.  The basic tools needed for attending our gatherings are; 
 * Rope Halter *12 foot Lead *Carrot Stick *6 foot Savvy String 
These items can all be purchased through Natural Equipment, Freecall: 1800 081 541  www.naturalequipment.com.au 
PNH head office, or  Horseland, Coffs Harbour.   

With regard to Junior members we rule that for their own safety they must wear an approved riding helmet whilst 
riding at NNHC gatherings.  We also request that an adult accompany Juniors on the day please.   

NNHC is affiliated with the Arabian Horse Society of Australia Ltd. (AHSA), your membership fees entitle you to 
membership with AHSA, and covers you for Public Liability insurance whilst attending NNHC activities. 

Membership fees are payable yearly and cover January 1st to December 31st.  NNHC has a website to provide 
information for current and prospective club members.  From time to time references and photos of members and their horses 
may appear on the website and other media publications.  If you DO NOT wish this to happen please notify the Secretary, at 
the time of joining – NNHC website www.nambuccanaturalhorse.webs.com/ 

We would like to stress that whilst every care will be taken during club activities - all handlers and riders, juniors 
included, participate at their own risk.  NNHC accepts no responsibility for any injuries or damage incurred. 

No stallions, colts or rigs can attend NNHC events. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Aims and Objects of Nambucca Natural Horsemanship Club Inc. 
The aim of NNHC is to encourage promote and publicise the sport of horse riding along natural trails throughout Australia, and 
in furtherance of this aim: 
a. To provide an environment in which to promote safety when handling and riding horses, through a self help based 

group. 
b. To foster fun and friendship within horse related activities  
c. To organise regular gatherings for members to practice Natural Horsemanship skills. 
d. To work for the establishment, legislation and preservation of trails in the district. 
e. To encourage family participation in non-competitive horse activities. 
f. To foster awareness in the usefulness and abilities of the horse. 
g. To encourage horse riders in the protection and conservation of the natural Australian flora and fauna 
h. To co-operate with others in the setting up and maintenance of trails. 
i. To foster in horse riders and Australians generally an awareness of road and other safety rules in regard to horse riding. 
j. To affiliate with a national equine association and to assist them in the realisation of their aims  

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

23. Application For Membership 

Name(s)……………………………………………………………………………………..…………………….. 
PRINT NAMES OF ALL FAMILY MEMBERS, INCLUDING CHILDREN 

 

Home Phone ....................................................................... Mobile ……………………………………………… 
 

Email ………………...………………………………………………………………………………………….… 
 

Address …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 Adult  - *  $55 ...............   Junior - * $50  ..................... 
 

                                                                                                    under 17yrs  DOB  ---------------- 
 

TOTAL : $......................  DATE:    …………………………… 
 

I have read the guidelines and agree to abide by them.  I understand that I or in the case of a junior, my child / ward, will 
handle and ride horses at the NNHC gatherings at my / their own risk. 
 

Signed...............................................................  * Family Discount – 2
nd

 and subsequent family 
members receive $20 off membership fee 

 
Please complete and return with your membership fee to – Karen Townend, NNHC Secretary, 73 Cockburn’s Lane, 
Warrell Creek  NSW  2447.. Ph 6569 1018.  Please make cheques payable to NNHC. 


